Frequently Asked Questions
What does FAC3 do?

At FAC3 we give you the nudge you need to forge your own career path, and the confidence to see it
through.
Unlike our competitors, when you send us your CV or profile, we don’t simply polish it up and throw it
back to you. We reinvent, reimagine and revive your content, and package it up with high quality
marketing and recruitment advice. Add that to the knowledge that you’ve got us in your back pocket for
the next 12 months, and there’s no reason for you not to chase your dream role!

Does every job seeker need professional CV-writing services?

Writing a CV or resume is easy – right? No one knows you better than you. You might think that might
be fairly obvious, but the fact is, we could always do with a second pair of eyes. That’s one reason why,
therefore, so many people look for professional support when it comes to writing and building their
CVs.

How will you get my information?

We usually request as standard a copy of your current CV, in addition to any specifc job role you are
currently look to apply for.

How do I collaborate with FAC3?

You can collaborate with your writer through email directly - that way you will be able to view drafts of
your CV, and communicate with your writer to suggest changes. Our CV-writing process is collaborative
between the writer and the client. Your writer will use your old CV as a primary source of information. If
you don’t have a CV, don’t worry, your writer will send you a brief questionnaire that will provide all the
information that we need to get started. Once this has been provided, your new CV will be delivered to
you for you to review and offer edit suggestions.

Do you offer amendments?

Yes! Services purchased directly from FAC3 provides free amendments for 12 months. Please note we
will ONLY update your resume for your target market (i.e add new roles, change information
only) and not fully rewrite to target another industry or job - any changes after the original delivery
will require 3 working days for delivery. This does not include LinkedIn or Cover Letters purchased. Any
abuse to the amendments scheme will result in this being retracted from your purchase.

What if I am not happy with the CV?

With a 99% satsifaction rate from over 1000 orders we hope this won't be the case! But at FAC3 we are
human and any issues brought to our attention will always be rectified swiftly.

